
TECNOFLUIDOS DEL GOLFO, S.A. DE C.V., hereinafter TECNOFLUIDOS, is a company legally 

constituted as a legal person, with physical and tax domicile at: E. Zapata number 510, Colonia 

Fidel Velázquez, Altamira, Tamaulipas, C.P. 89602, hereby declares to be responsible for your   

private information, therefore following, informs you of the following privacy notice, which 

contemplates the use that the Company gives your data and the protection it gives them: 

A. YOUR PRIVATE DATA THAT WILL BE PROCESSED BY TECNOFLUIDOS: 

** Your personal information will be used to promote and provide the services we provide and 

inform you about changes in them, as well as evaluate the quality of the service we provide. 

** We obtain Personal Data directly or indirectly from Clients or potential Clients and only 

requests the necessary Data for the purposes described in this Privacy Notice. 

** Your personal data will in no case be passed on to third parties. 

** To promote and provide the services we provide and inform you about changes in them, we 

require get the following data: 

Name of the company (or natural person); Physical and/or tax address; RFCs; Phone; Email; Bank 

information relevant to your invoices; Tax information relevant to credit applications; Contact 

names. 

** For personnel recruitment, we require the following data: Identification of the person; Personal 

data such as education; home; official identifications; proof of studies or similar; age; gender; civil 

status; work experiences and other similar; Medical results. 

** Your information may be obtained through an email, personally or verbally. 

** Your personal information may be used for marketing, advertising or commercial prospecting in 

accordance with the following purposes: Send you information about TECNOFLUIDOS; Carry out 

marketing activities; let him know promotions; Offer you brand information and services; Invite 

you to events; Contact you for purposes of quality in the service. 

B. TECNOFLUIDOS informs you that, in order to carry out the purposes described in the following 

section of this Privacy Notice, does not treat personal data considered by law as sensitive. 

C. You have the right to access, rectify and cancel your personal data, as well as to oppose the 

treatment of the same or revoke the consent that you have given us for this purpose, for the 

above, it is necessary that I sent the request in the terms established by the Law in its Art. 29 to 

our administrative department for the Protection of personal data in: TECNOFLUIDOS, contact the 

phone: (833) 4601768 or email to coordinador@tecnofluidos.com.mx 
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D. All information owned by the client, which is intended to be made available to the public by 

TECNOFLUIDOS, will be under the prior authorization of the client owner of the same, except for 

that information that 

either of a public nature or that requested by law and that the law prohibits the notification of the 

same. Bliss authorization may be granted via email, through the official accounts of 

TECNOFLUIDOS with the domain "@tecnofluidos.com.mx". The email will be archived for a certain 

period as evidence objective. 

E. Client information, obtained from other sources, will be kept confidential between the client 

and TECHNOFLUIDS. The source of said information will be kept confidential by TECNOFLUIDOS 

and will not be will share with the client, unless it has been agreed with the source. 

F. If you wish to stop receiving promotional messages from us, you can request it through the 

Email address: coordinador@tecnofluidos.com.mx 
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